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Useful keys: 

 

Space key: throw the knife 

Alt (graph): jump 

F1: status 

F1 then F3: get a password 

F1 then F2: enter a password 

 

Walkthrough : 

 

  

You start the game in the "temple passage" [TEMPLE]. 

Kill weak monsters with your fist to raise your "POWER" to 60 

and thus be able to strike your enemies with the tail. 

Then you have to get the sword. The experience goes up every time 

that you are questioning a character. 

Go right in the mountain [Anode] talk to the character while 

up passing through the underground [PATH], then return to [Temple]. 

Continue to the left into the "underground temple" [CELLAR]. 

You get "Control Ball" by jumping at the character  (alt + up arrow). 

Now go back to the mountain [Anode] and talk to the character again 

who gives you the sword to kill the monsters. (but limited to 300 shots) 

Go back to the right, you go through the areas 

[MEZONTE], [OZONTE], [DESERT], [OASUS] Village, [DESERT] 

and [TARA] Village where you get "HERB" and "Eye of Light". 

(But minimum experience level: 500) 

Return to the OASUS village to get "Power Leg" (Exp. Min: 1000) to jump upper.  

Go right again, [DESERT], [TARA], [FOREST] 

and [MARSH] where you get the "protective SHELL" of the 

hermit crab without doing anything.  

Then [DESERT], [AREA], [RING] jump to go to [GLIA], [GLIA Underground] 

 and [MARSH (2)] where you get "Lightning". (level: Exp 2000 - Power 1000) 

Then right [GLIA (2)] and in [CATHODE] Mountain, talk to Rahiga 

and leave for the "AREA" place. At this location (with up arrow) 

 at the door, your mother Nesha's spirit appears. 

Go right towards [RING] jump to go to [GLIA], [GLIA Underground], [MARSH] 

and [GLIA (2)] where (with up arrow) under a relief your father's spirit appears. 

Then [CATHODE] Mountain, [Neosante Satellite], [TEMPLE (2)], [REPLICA] 

and finally [COLISEUM] where Banutracus appears.  

Attack him in the eye by shooting 8 times. 

 

 

If you don't have access to a certain place,  

  an object is missing or that your level is not sufficient.Suivez correctement le pas à pas. 



 

 

 

 

 

ITEM NAME PLACE ACTION 

 
Control 

Ball 

Underground 

Temple 

Control sphere required to obtain the sword. 

 
Sword Anode 

Mountain 

Useful weapon for destroying demons. 

But only 300 shots. 

 
Herb Tara village Restores life automatically 

 
Eyes light Tara village Required to obtain Power Leg. 

Minimum experience level: 500 

 
Power leg Oasu village Necessary to jump from RING to GLIA. 

You jump higher. Exp. Min: 1000 

 

Shell Marsh (1) Very hard shell serving as a shield. 

Defense + 500  

 
Lightning Marsh (2) Powerful weapon without limit. Exp 2000 – Power 1000 

 


